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Abstract: Even though video games have been present among children for many years, children are
using them more continuously and in an abusive and indiscriminate way nowadays because of the
“technological boom”. It is affecting the behavior of children and adolescents. This is the reason why
we are carrying out this systematic review. The main objective of this article is to investigate literature
that directly connects the continuous and undifferentiated use of video games with the emergence
of behavioral disorders in children and young people. The PRISMA statement was followed in the
process of this article. We used SCOPUS, Web of Science and PubMed as databases, moreover, we
searched studies with a scoping review. The results indisputably supported six out of seven of our
hypotheses. We find that the excessive use of video games causes addiction to technology, aggressive
behaviors, sleep disorders, and poor school performance. In addition, it hinders social relationships
and the development of emotional intelligence. To conclude, it is necessary to correctly use video
games in particular, and technologies in general, adapting their content to children’s age, as well as
the amount of time that they dedicate to use them.
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1. Introduction

New technologies are blameworthy for the significant changes that society must face.
We are in the digital age and technologies are progressing at an exponential rate, building
our current situation [1]. But what do we consider a new technology? Roca defined new
technology as everything that forms the set of information and communication technologies,
video game consoles included [2].

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the average time children and adolescents spend
playing video games or connected to the Internet has increased [3], as these devices become
a platform to connect with other online users [4]. The pandemic restricted many of their
recreational activities, so tablets, smartphones, computers, and game consoles became their
only entertainment. Children and teenagers were using the Internet for many hours per
day, without parents being able to control the use of these electronic devices [5].

1.1. Video Game Users

Children and teenagers are the main groups that play video games [6]. These groups
attend primary education and secondary education.

Regarding primary education, some basic cognitive changes, which technologies
could influence, can be highlighted. Students foster their chosen capacity consciously, try
to achieve their objectives, their memory and attention capacities improve, and thinking
becomes logical and flexible [7]. Moreover, at this age, they can identify their own emotions
and others’ emotions, controlling and communicating them [8]. Empathy and self-esteem
could increase or decrease depending on the social comparison with their peers; friendships
play an important role, and technologies influence them [9].
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On the other hand, students in secondary education experience different cognitive
changes in comparison to primary school students. This stage represents a period of big
changes [10]. In fact, during this phase, thinking turns abstract [11], a critical and reflexive
attitude is developed which improves the capacity for problem-solving and the adequacy
of social behavior, planning capacity is fostered, and adolescents’ thoughts focus on what
they want but do not have [12]. In addition, on a social-affective level, teenagers have
changeable emotional states; they need recognition from others such as social acceptance,
they cannot express their feelings, and carry self-confidence problems [13].

1.2. Players’ Personality

Studies have revealed that there is a relationship between the playing style, the inten-
sity of use, and the player’s personality [14]. Honesty, humility, openness to experience,
conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and emotionality are considered personality
dimensions [15].

In this sense, children and adolescents with low self-esteem, honesty, and/or humility
choose to play violent games. They show psychopathic traits, and their gaming behaviors
are aggressive [16]. For its part, adventure games are chosen by children and teenagers
with a greater openness to experience [17]. They are also more successful in video games,
which improves their self-efficacy, and stay engaged longer in these games [18].

Children and adolescents with high conscientiousness scores choose challenging and
team-based games [14]. They achieve accomplishments that increase their self-reliance and
keep them playing [18].

On the other side, users with extroverted personalities participate more in online
environments and prefer survivor or daredevil games [19]. Thus, gamers who are more
energetic and able to accept difficult challenges are more successful in video games [20].
In addition, high levels of friendliness by children and adolescents can lead to greater
participation in video games, since in online games children play in teams, forming social
bonds [21]. In fact, kinder people choose games that involve challenges to be solved in a
cooperative way.

Finally, children who are more anxious and dependent participate more in working on
in-video games and professions because there is a lack of risk and failure [22]. Moreover,
more emotional gamers prefer to replay different levels of the same game, to minimize
depressing comments from others. On the other hand, more skilled players tend to be more
emotionally calm when playing and choose mostly gambling games [18].

Video games are also used as an online tool to escape loneliness [23]. However,
previous studies have also shown that a lack of self-control and autonomy may suppose a
risk for future video game addiction problems [24]. In turn, children and adolescents who
are unable to adequately manage their gaming time will have a higher risk of gambling
addiction [25]. In addition, personality traits such as aggression or narcissism correlate
positively with video game addiction [26].

1.3. Video Game Influence

In the technological environment, we can find video games. They have an essential
role in children’s and adolescents’ life because they modify substantially their way of
understanding, interacting, and communicating [27].

The video game market is the leading audiovisual and interactive leisure industry in
our country, in fact, four out of five families have a gadget to play with at home [28]. These
data demonstrate the high popularity of video games among the general population.

Children and adolescents seem to have a great fascination for and attraction to games.
The reason could be because videogames are more than entertainment [29]. Video games
which have an important socializing role are a model of behavior for young people [30],
and this model could be negative or positive depending on the game. In addition, video
games are involved in identity construction [31].
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1.4. Adverse Effects of Video Games

Before talking about the negative effects of excessive use of video games, we must
differentiate between two concepts [32]: “internet addiction disorder (IAD)” and “internet
gaming disorder (IGD)”.

IAD is understood as “the excessive use of the Internet in an uncontrolled and time-
consuming manner that leads to timelessness and disruption of people’s lives” [33] (p. 1).
On the other hand, IGD is defined as “persistent and repeated use of the Internet to engage
in gaming, usually with other users, that causes clinically significant impairment or dis-
tress” [34] (p. 1). If five or more criteria are met for 12 months, IGD is diagnosed. The criteria
are preoccupation, tolerance, drawdown, persistence, escape, problems, disappointment,
displacement, and conflict [35].

IGD is included as a disorder in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, fifth edition (DSM-5), but IAD is not included. On the contrary, both concepts
cause negative impacts and provoke behaviors that could lead to psychological, social, and
personal adversities [36].

Despite the fact that young people are considered digital natives [37], they are espe-
cially vulnerable to video games’ effects because they are growing up and do have not the
full potential of their psychosocial resources [31]. For this reason, compulsive and exces-
sive exposition to video games could modify the levels of healthy use and, consequently,
provoke a disorder in the personal development of children and teenagers with effects on a
social level or state of mind [38]. Thereby, supervision is a big defiance for families and
responsible adults in our actual society [6].

Excessive participation in video games is associated with undesired behaviors such
as stress, emotional changes, aggressive behaviors, hyperactivity, and impulsivity [39].
Furthermore, the frequency of use of video games encroaches on social interactions; it is
associated with loneliness, retracted manners, and low self-esteem [40]. In the educational
environment, students who spend a lot of time playing video games during schooldays
perform worse academically [41]. In fact, a recent study affirms that academic achievement
is influenced by game context [42].

We can summarize the negative effects of excessive use of video games as the following:
reduced attention, emotional and social intelligence deterioration, social isolation, and
sleep disorders [43].

In addition, gaming disorders are associated with deregulation of the dopamine
reward system [44], poor long-term vision from prolonged screen time and dizziness [45],
possible epileptic seizures due to the flashing and contrasting light in the animation [46],
obesity problems from changing physical activity to electronic devices [47], and brain
disorders related to concentration and thinking, so that children become apathetic [48].
What is more, they can cause headaches due to the electromagnetic radiation emitted by
the screen [49] and physical, muscular and bone stress, as well as back or neck problems
from sitting incorrectly in front of these games for long periods of time [50]. Furthermore,
anxiety is one of the major symptoms of psychopathology associated with video games [51].
People may turn to video games to calm their anxiety, so they learn that video games are
a way to avoid negative moods [52]. Thus, the immediate gratification offered by video
games encourages children to use games when they experience negative situations. This
action can become a habit and, therefore, video games are prioritized over other important
aspects of life [53].

Even some recent studies show that children may experience cardiac arrhythmia
during electronic games due to adrenergic stimulation related to the emotionally charged
video game environment [54].

Regarding the importance of video games for young people, we focus on the adverse
consequences in behavior because of violent and inadequate video games.
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1.5. Positive Effects of Video Games

However, it is also necessary to consider the benefits of video, with the objective of
understanding how video games impact the development of children and adolescents. The
nature of video games has changed in recent years, becoming increasingly realistic and
diverse [55]. For this reason, the potential benefits of video games must be contemplated.
We focus on four main areas: cognitive, motivational, emotional, and social [56].

In respect of the cognitive domain, playing video games, especially action games,
promotes a wide range of cognitive skills, such as faster and more accurate attention [57],
higher spatial resolution in visual processing [58], better mental rotation abilities [59],
greater spatial skills [60], more effective filtering of irrelevant information [57], more
flexible problem solving [61], and greater development of creativity [62].

Regarding the motivational domain, video games provide players with immediate
feedback that rewards effort and keeps players within what Vygotsky [63] called the
“zone of proximal development”. This motivational point balances levels of challenge and
frustration which causes experiences of success [64]. Thus, players face challenges with
motivation and optimism to achieve their goals [65].

Respecting the emotional domain, previous studies show a causal relationship between
playing video games and improving mood or increasing positive emotions. Children
describe playing video games as a rewarding experience that provokes a sense of control,
thus increasing their self-esteem [21].

Finally, on the subject of the social domain, the virtual social communities created in
video games make children quickly learn social skills and prosocial behavior. In this sense,
effective cooperation, support, and helping behaviors are developed [66]. Subsequently,
these behaviors can be generalized to their friendship and family relationships outside the
game environment [67].

1.6. Objectives

The overarching objective of this study is to investigate literature that directly relates
the continuous and undifferentiated use of video games with the emergence of behavioral
disorders in children and young people.

Specifying this aim, some hypotheses were raised:

H1. Playing video games constantly is a risk factor; it could provoke technology addiction disorders.

H2. Use of technology and video games affect sleep.

H3. Aggressive video games foster aggressive behaviors in real life.

H4. Excessive use of video games makes social relationships more difficult.

H5. Excessive use of video games may provoke a lower academic performance.

H6. Excessive use of technologies and video games hinders emotional intelligence development.

H7. Playing video games provokes attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).

2. Materials and Methods

In this systematic review, the statement of the preferred reporting items for systematic
review and meta-analyses 2020 (PRISMA statement) [68] was followed. The study, data,
and materials included in this article were not preregistered.

2.1. Literature Search

PubMed, Web of Science, and SCOPUS were the databases chosen. The searches were
performed from September to November 2022, with the objective of compiling the largest
list of studies we could. We looked for relevant articles about the effects of playing video
games on behavioral disorders. Additionally, manual searches were carried out on the
references of the studies selected and we identified potential studies [69].
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Two Boolean operators were used: AND/OR. The descriptor words were “behavioral
disorders”, “behavioral problems”, “video games”; they were used in different ways
depending on the database. We did not apply any filters or limitations because we wanted
to identify the greatest number of appropriate studies [70]. It is true that we had applied
publication date filters at first; however, several relevant studies had been removed.

In Table 1, the search strategy can be seen.

Table 1. Search strategy for each source.

Source Specificities of Each
Database Search Strategy Number of

Articles Found

SCOPUS Article title, Abstract,
Keywords

(“behavioral disorders” OR “behavioral
problems”) AND “videogames” 7

Web Of Science Topic (article title, abstract,
keywords, keywords plus)

(“behavioral disorders” OR “behavioral
problems”) AND “videogames” 7

PubMed (“behavioral disorders OR “behavioral
problems”) AND “videogames” 87

References literature - 12

2.2. Selection Process

Firstly, 113 articles were identified in an automatic search. They were imported to a
Word file to identify duplicate articles. Out of 113, there were 5 duplicated.

Secondly, we found relevant studies by abstract, keywords, and title. This phase was
screened by two independent researchers to eliminate irrelevant articles, which resulted in
70 articles. They used the following exclusion and inclusion criteria:

Articles that included our keywords (behavioral problems, behavioral disorders, video
games) were accepted. We refused those articles which did not talk about our topic.

Articles from scientific specialized journals were included. We refused studies in book
chapters, doctoral theses and grey literature in general.

Articles with open access were included. We refused articles to which we did not have
complete access.

Articles were required to be completed works; we refused in-process articles.
Participants were required to be children or young people; adults’ samples were refused.
A total of 38 articles were selected using these criteria.
Thirdly, the same two independent researchers assessed the articles chosen for eligibil-

ity by reading all the text. They applied the same criteria and found 17 relevant articles
which were included in our systematic review. In Figure 1, the selection process can be seen.

2.3. Data Extraction

Seventeen studies were analyzed to extract data from them. In a table, two inde-
pendent researchers compiled the names of authors, publication date, objective(s), the
instrument used, sample, age of the sample, country, and outcomes. A third researcher
validated the collected information. When some required information was not available,
we asked the corresponding author to obtain it; however, sometimes we did not receive
any reply.

The instruments used included the variables measured and the age of the sample
included the mean.

2.4. Study Quality Assessment

Descriptors were discussed between the authors who reached an agreement. Then, the
selection process was carried out by two authors independently. Any disagreement between
the two reviewers was solved by consensus. Dividing the number of agreements by the
total number of disagreements plus agreements, we calculated the inter-rater reliability.
Then we multiplied by 100 to get the percent. The inter-rater reliability was 94%.
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3. Results
3.1. Study Characteristics

A total of seventeen articles were analyzed in detail. They were carried out across
several countries around the world. Four were from the United States [71–74], two from
China [75,76], two from Italy [77,78], and the rest of the countries were studied in one
article each. The continent most studied was Asia, in eight out of seventeen articles, closely
followed by America (four from North America [71–74], and one from South America [79]).

The age range was very large, from 6 months to 23 years old. However, the majority
of the studies had a population aged from 9 to 15 years old. Regarding the instrument, they
were varied. Questionnaires and interviews conducted by researchers of the study were the
instruments used most (in 52,94% of the articles) [73,75,77,79–84], followed by the Child Be-
havior Checklist [79,80,85] and demographic data [76,77,84]. (See Supplementary Table S1
for characteristics of each article selected).
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3.2. Findings

Before starting to analyze the influences on children of playing video games, we
want to highlight the importance of considering the different types of games and devices
that are included in the articles selected. In this sense, it is also necessary to specify the
age-appropriateness, the use frequency, the timetable, or the time they spend gaming. For
these reasons, we analyzed each article in detail.

This information is mentioned roughly in sociodemographic data in most of the
articles; there are only a few that explain it in an explicit way. Moreover, Yousef et al.
specify that the limitation of their work is there is no evaluation of the TV programs and
video games. [80], Accordingly, Chindamo et al. mention that they did not register the time
children spent playing [77].

Nevertheless, data found in some of the studies reveal important findings about
the content of games and aggression or delinquent behaviors. For instance, Wei showed
that playing violent video games is positively correlated with violence tolerance and
aggressivity [83].

Regarding the age adequacy of each game used, Yilmaz et al. had a sample aged
9–10 years old and most of the games included in their investigation are for teenagers over
13 years old [83]. In this sense, Salih et al. used a sample aged 4–17 years old. Because
of the wide range of children included, it was thought that they used different types of
games. However, they used the same games for all participants. These three games are for
people over 13 and 16 years old, respectively [84]. On the contrary, Kirsh and Mounts used
adequate games for their sample age [77].

Similarly, the use frequency and the time children spend gaming are essential to
determining a limit between adequate use and excessive use. Accordingly, Cheung et al.
affirmed that more frequent use of digital screens provokes less sleep time. In numeric
data, each additional hour of tablet use was associated with 15.6 min less total sleep [81].
Finally, the timetable for playing video games is so relevant. In fact, pre-sleep habits have a
big impact on teenagers’ sleep [78]. Likewise, significant correlations between time spent
playing video games just before bed and sleep disorders were demonstrated [86].

3.2.1. Technology Addiction Disorders (TAD)

We find a positive correlation between the use of video games and technology ad-
diction [76,84]. This has been exacerbated by COVID-19 [76]. Moreover, we observe
close relationships between TAD and ADHD [82,85,87], and anxiety [76]. In addition,
the number of hours that young people spend playing video games provokes attention
problems [80,84,86]. (See Table 2 for more specific information).

Table 2. Results related to technology addiction disorders.

Authors Results

Yoo et al., 2004 [85]

- The ADHD group had significantly higher addiction than the non-ADHD group (p < 0.001).
- Men had higher levels of Internet addiction than women (p < 0.01)
- Internet addiction was positively and significantly related to inattention (p < 0.001), hyperactivity–impulsivity
(p < 0.001), and total attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (p < 0.01).

Wolfe et al., 2014 [86] - There is a significant and negative correlation between gaming time and sustained attention (p < 0.01).

Yousef et al., 2014 [80] - Children who spent more than 2 h per day watching TV or playing video games had higher scores on attention
problems ((p = 0.002)

Weinstein et al., 2015 [87]
- Children with ADHD had higher levels of Internet addiction than children without ADHD diagnosis, with
significant differences (p < 0.01).
- ADHD group spent more hours using the Internet or video games ((p < 0.05).

Yilmaz et al., 2018 [82] - Teachers affirmed that hardcore gamers had attention problems and were more aggressive.

Salih et al., 2020 [84] - Video games predisposed players to lack of attention (23%) and addictive effect (5.9%).

Teng et al., 2021 [76]
- Video game use (p < 0.001), increased exponentially after the COVID-19 pandemic in both, children and
adolescents.
- Anxiety symptoms are correlated with Internet gaming disorders ((p < 0.001).
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3.2.2. Sleep Disorders

We observed in Table 3 a negative relationship between playing time and sleep du-
ration [77,78,81,86]. In addition, we found that gaming frequency significantly increased
sleep onset latency [77,81]. In addition, children and adolescents who spend a lot of time
playing video games have sleep disorders in general [84]. However, Cheung et al. did
not find a significant correlation between the use of a digital screen and the frequency of
nocturnal awakenings. Likewise, we find a close relationship between playing video games
and going to bed late [78,87].

Table 3. Results related to sleep disorders.

Authors Results

Wolfe et al., 2014 [86] - There is a significant and negative correlation between gaming time and sleep duration (p < 0.001).
- Older teenagers spent less time video gaming (p < 0.05) and spent more time sleeping (p < 0.05).

Weinstein et al., 2015 [87] - ADHD group went to sleep later, most of them after midnight.
- Results showed a relationship between ADHD, sleep disorder, and Internet/video games addiction.

Cheung et al., 2017 [81]

- A significant and positive association between digital screen use and sleep time during the day (p < 0.05) can be
observed. Sleep onset (p < 0.001) was positively related to digital screen use. On the contrary, the relation between
the digital screen and sleep time at night is negative (p < 0.001).
- There was not any significant correlation between digital screen use and the frequency of night awakenings
- An increase in digital screen use was associated with a decrease in the overall amount of sleep.

Chindamo et al., 2019 [77]
- Frequency of video game playing had a significative impact on sleep onset latency (p < 0.005), increasing the
time to get to sleep, but the differences in total sleep time were not significative although it was reduced.
- Daily tablet or mobile use reduced the total sleep time (p < 0.05) and increased the sleep onset latency (p < 0.05).

Salih et al., 2020 [84] - Video games predisposed players to sleep disorders (45%).

Nosetti et al., 2021 [78]

- There was a negative correlation between the use of mobile phones (p= 0.03) or the Internet (p < 0.01) and
pre-sleep habits and sleep time.
- Use of mobile phones (p = 0.003) or the Internet (p = 0.008), playing video games (p = 0.009), and listening to
music (p = 0.001) as pre-sleep habits had a positive correlation to late bedtime.

3.2.3. Aggressive Behavior

We find a close relationship between the number of hours playing video games per
day and the occurrence of aggressive and delinquent behaviors [73,75,80,82]. In turn,
we observe a significant positive correlation between exposure to violent video games
and attitudes toward violence [75,84]. Furthermore, reduced happy-face advantage can
be found because of violent games [72]. Finally, self-control correlates negatively and
significantly with hours spent playing video games [73,82]. Table 4 details this information.

Table 4. Results related to aggressive behavior.

Authors Results

Kirsh and Mounts, 2007 [72] - Students who played violent video games presented a significantly reduced happy-face advantage (p < 0.05).

Wei, 2007 [75]

- Adolescents who spent more time playing violent video games were more pro-violence and less concerned
about others. There was a significant and positive correlation between exposure to violent video games and
attitudes to violence (p < 0.01).
- The relationship between exposure to violent video games and aggression was positive and significant (p < 0.01).

Sharif et al., 2010 [73]

- School problem behavior is positively and significatively correlated to hours viewing TV, hours playing video
games, and having a TV in the bedroom (p < 0.0001).
- Self-control is negatively and significantly correlated to hours viewing TV (p < 0.0001), and hours playing video
games (p < 0.0001).

Yousef et al., 2014 [80] - Children who spent more than 2 hours per day watching TV or playing video games, had higher scores on
aggression (p = 0.018) and delinquent (p = 0.023) behavior.

Yilmaz et al., 2018 [82]
- Following teachers’ and classmates’ answers, it is identified that HG had affective, verbal (mockery, ridicule),
self-control, and behavioral (intimidation and physical aggression) problems.
- Teachers affirmed that HG had attention problems.

Salih et al., 2020 [84] - Violence and aggressive behavior were associated with video games in 25% of the sample.
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3.2.4. Academic Performance

We find a negative correlation between academic performance and hours playing
video games [73]. Likewise, problematic behavior at school is positively and significantly
correlated with hours playing video games [73]. On the other hand, hardcore gamers
have to be helped with homework by other classmates [82]. These gamers use video
games during school days and prefer them instead of studying [84]. On the contrary,
Yilmaz et al. [82] affirmed that some teachers claim that playing video games helps to learn
English. In addition, Rodríguez and Sandoval [79] disagreed; they did not find significant
differences between the use of video games and academic performance.

3.2.5. Emotional Intelligence Development

We observe a close relationship between anxiety symptoms in adolescents and abusive
use of video games; however, there are no significant differences in children [76]. On the
other hand, depressive symptoms have no significant differences in any age group [76].
Furthermore, we find that hardcore gamers have affective problems [82]. Regarding gender,
boys enjoy and feel more excitement when playing video games than girls [72]. Finally, we
observe a close relationship between playing violent video games and a reduced expression
of happiness [72].

3.2.6. Attention and Hyperactivity Disorders

We find a negative relationship between playing time and sustained attention [86].
In addition, it is claimed that hardcore gamers have attention problems in class [82].
This relationship between video games and sustained attention was measured by sleep
duration [86].

It is observed that video games predispose players to hyperactivity [84]. Nevertheless,
it is true that children with ADHD had higher levels of Internet addiction and spent more
hours using video games [87]. To sum up, we can say that Internet addiction is positively
and significantly related to inattention, hyperactivity–impulsivity, and total attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder [85].

3.2.7. Social Relations

Despite the fact that social relationships were not in our minds when we started to
investigate video games and technologies, several results emerge from the articles selected
(Table 5).

Table 5. Results related to social relations.

Authors Results

Sheese and Graziano, 2005 [71]

- Playing violent video games fosters competitive behaviors and has negative effects on
social behaviors too.
- Playing violent video games can affect later decisions to cooperate or compete with others
in high-risk situations.

Wei, 2007 [75] - There was a significant but negative correlation between playing violent video games and
empathy (p < 0.001).

Yousef et al., 2014 [80]

- Children who spent more than 2 h per day watching TV or playing video games, had
higher scores on being withdrawn (p = 0.001), and social problems (p = 0.3).
- Following teachers’ and classmates’ answers, it is identified that HG had verbal (mockery,
ridicule), self-control, and behavioral (intimidation and physical aggression) problems.

Yilmaz et al., 2018 [82]
- Girls found it difficult to communicate with hardcore gamers (HG) because of the topics of
conversation. Teachers had poor communication with HG. Communication between HG
is solid.

We find a positive correlation between time spent playing video games and social prob-
lems [80]. In addition, hardcore gamers had trouble relating to their classmates, especially
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girls, because of the topics of conversation. However, communication among hardcore
gamers is solid [82]. Finally, we observe a close relationship between playing violent video
games and a lack of empathy (negative relation) [75] and competitive behaviors (positive
relation) [71].

4. Discussion

This systematic review has given an analysis of the effects of video games in several
areas of children’s and teenagers’ lives. Through this epigraph, we analyze the hypothesis
we raised before.

In this way, we can observe that H1 “playing video games constantly is a risk factor, it
could provoke technology addiction disorders” is confirmed by Teng et al. [76] and Salih
et al. [84], whose results show that video games predisposed players to addictive effects. In
turn, other studies supported it, they found a significant difference between the time spent
playing video games and the addiction. [88]. Not only in children and adolescents but also
in adults Internet addiction is found, with differences depending on age; younger ones
have more risk of being addicted [89]. Moreover, we found that COVID-19 has increased
the use of video games and the addiction [4,76]. This statement is supported by the authors
of [90–92]. The reason for this finding is the lockdown. People had more free time and they
played video games more frequently [93]. Considering gender, it was studied that boys
have a higher tendency to engage in and become addicted to video games [94].

The Interaction of Person–Affect–Cognition–Execution (I-PACE) explains the predis-
posing variables for problematic internet behavior (addiction, gaming, etc.) [53]. It includes
genetic, biological, personality, cognitive and motivation factors, and psychopathology
variables (such as depressive and anxiety symptoms) as predisposing variables. Moreover,
the WHO recently included Internet Gaming Disorder as a mental health disorder [95].

COVID-19 has impacted aspects of human life in general, but one of the key research
priorities was mental health [96]. Chronic stress during the lockdown has generated
negative emotional distress such as depression or anxiety [97,98] and children are more
susceptible to engaging in video game playing to deal with these adverse feelings [91,99].
This engagement could predispose children to experience internet gaming disorder as a
stress response [100] since depressive and anxiety symptoms are predisposing variables
affecting gaming [101].

Regarding H2, we found a major number of articles that studied the relationship
between the use of technology or video games and sleep disorders [76,77,81,83,84,86,87].
Sleep time is reduced [77,78,81,86], and sleep onset latency is increased [77,81] when people
use daily technologies. Specifically, for video games, Wolfe et al. [86] said that there is
a significant and negative correlation between gaming time and sleep duration. Other
authors agreed with our results, finding that playing games for a long time during the day
decreases sleep duration and quality [102–104]. On the other hand, Cheung et al. [81] found
that there was not a significant correlation between digital screen use and the frequency
of night awakenings. Meanwhile, Fobian et al. [105] disagree. For these reasons, parental
limit-setting is so important [106].

H3 is related to aggressive behaviors. The American Psychiatric Association affirms
that scientific research has demonstrated a close relation between violent video games
and increases in aggressive cognitions, behaviors, and affect. [107]. Our findings support
that video games foster undesired behaviors, and violent video games foster aggressive
behaviors [72,73,80,82] and violence [75,84]. Hasan et al [108] confirm that violent video
games are associated with higher aggression levels [109], and Greitemeyer and Mügge [110]
say that prosocial games are associated with lower aggression levels.

Society frames aggression in negative terms [111]. It is defined as a behavior that is
intended to improve one’s own social dominance at the expense of another [112]. For its
part, violence could not be taken as a synonym for aggression. Violence is not always
framed in negative terms since violent acts could be motivated by self-defense or the defense
of someone [112]. While aggression could be innate [113,114], violence is intentional. The
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World Health Organization defined it as “the intentional use of physical force or power
against oneself or another person, or against a group or community, that either results in or
has a high likelihood of resulting in injury, death, psychological harm, maldevelopment or
deprivation” [115] (p. 3). Moreover, we also found that spending more than 2 hours per
day watching TV or playing video games, had higher scores on delinquent behavior [80].
This delinquent behavior is related to criminality. In this case, it is juvenile delinquency
because the sample is under 18 years old, and it is defined as actions against the criminal
laws of each country [116].

Furthermore, significant differences were found between genders. Boys enjoyed
playing video games more than girls [72]. Females felt video games were frustrating.
Moreover, boys behave more aggressively than girls after playing violent video games [117]
because males display significantly higher aggressive cognition [118].

These behaviors provoke difficulties in social relationships. Our hypothesis (H4) is
corroborated by our findings [71,80,82]. It is also verified by Robertson et al. [119], who
affirm the relationship between screen time and antisocial behavior in early adulthood. On
the other hand, Kuss y Griffiths [120] affirms the effects in social behavior impact just in
intensive video gamers.

Low social relationships and aggressive behaviors have a big impact on the educational
environment. Teachers and classmates cannot relate well with hardcore gamers [80] and
attention is lost [84]. The aforementioned issues affect academic performance. Chen
et al [121] and Adelantado-Renau et al. [122] found a significant and negative relationship
between the hours spent playing video games and the general score. In line with them are
our results [73,82,84]. Thus, we can say that H5 is corroborated too; excessive use of video
games provokes a lower academic performance in the different educative systems of the
countries studied.

Emotional intelligence is also important in school performance because it is a predictor
of scores of more importance than standardized tests [123]. Our H6 says that excessive use of
technologies and video games hinders emotional intelligence development, and our results
corroborate it [72]. These results are in line with previous studies that show a negative
correlation between time spent playing video games and self-esteem and satisfaction with
life [124]. Likewise, another study shows that exposure to violent video games is negatively
related to the accuracy of recognition of negative emotions in others’ faces, [125]. Our
results also show a decrease in empathy when people play violent video games [75], which
is ratified by Díaz et al. [126].

Finally, H7 says “playing video games provokes attention deficit and hyperactivity
disorders (ADHD). At first, it was rejected because we found that ADHD was the cause
of video game addiction [87]. However, we also found a negative relationship between
playing time and sustained attention or attention problems [82,85,86]. Moreover, video
games predispose players to hyperactivity [84]. In this sense, numerous authors affirm our
results; there is a significant association between playing video games, Internet addiction,
and ADHD [88,127]. In fact, pathological Internet use is correlated with social anxiety
disorder, anxiety, obsessive–compulsive symptoms, and depression [128]. All of these are
possible characteristics of ADHD. Moreover, it was affirmed that the child group most
likely to be addicted is ADHD students, even more than students with other psychiatric
symptoms [129].

Some main ADHD symptoms predict these types of disorders, such as “being easily
bored” or “having an aversion for delayed rewards” [130]. These people have an impulsive
need for rapid satisfaction. Core characteristics of ADHD could explain the relationship
between this disorder and the Internet and gaming addiction. [131] In fact, the severity
of ADHD symptoms is associated with the severity of IGD [132]. Using the Internet
provides several activities at the same time and instant rewards which could decrease the
symptoms mentioned and make ADHD children become addicted to the internet [133].
Apart from that, abnormal brain activities were found in this population. They produce
impaired inhibition, which reduces self-control ability and fosters the incapacity to restrain
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themselves. Likewise, these people are more vulnerable to internet addiction and video
game use [133].

Relating the two concepts, Weiss et al. [134] affirm that there is a bidirectional relation-
ship between ADHD and Internet addiction or addiction to playing video games. They say
that ADHD makes games more attractive, and games aggravate the symptoms of ADHD
(See Figure 2). This could be explained by the necessity of ADHD children to escape from
their social and emotional problems and stay in a place without obligations [135].
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5. Conclusions

Technologies have a strong impact on people’s lives, in general; however, the groups
of people who are more affected by them are children and teenagers.

The main objective of this study was to find the effects of using video games in
a continuous and undifferentiated way on behavioral disorders in children and young
people. As we verified, using video games cause a lot of problems, not only in addition
to the Internet or technologies but also in children and young people’s behaviors, social
relationships, academic performance, sleep disorders, and so on.

PRISMA methodology is a good method in social science research because it makes
studies transparent and open to suggestions and comments. However, our review has one
limitation. We refused grey literature, such as other systematic reviews. We selected exclu-
sively articles from specialized journals because we wanted scientific rigor in our article.

Finally, this article would be ideal for families and teachers of primary and secondary
education, so they can understand what happens with their children if they do not control
the use and type of video games. In this sense, they can use parental controls to avoid
excessive use of these devices and inappropriate video games. Parents and guardians can
control what children and adolescents are doing without being present. The Entertainment
Software Ratings Board website has different manuals explaining how to restrict video
game use, depending on the types of devices and software [136]. Blocking games that
include inappropriate content or blocking them by age rating and limiting the time children
play would be very recommended. On the other hand, TcosMonitor is an app that teachers
can use to control the devices inside their classrooms from their own computers. Not
only for control but also for help, teachers can access children’s desktops and manipulate
them [137].

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/children10010086/s1, Table S1: Characteristics of Analyzed
Studies [138].
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